STORY OF THE SHOW.

The scene of "The Chemical Maid" is laid in and about Festalburg, Holland. A holiday has been granted the students at one of the universities and they are determined to enjoy themselves to the utmost. Early in the morning they begin their fun by waking up an old innkeeper, Heinie, who has an establishment on the public square, demanding ale. Heinie protests against such actions and threatens to shoot them all, but his blunderbuss being somewhat old and out of order, luckily goes off prematurely so that poor Heinie's shoulder is badly bruised and hurt. The Bailiff of the town, a very alert and stubborn man, hearing the racket comes in with his deputies and is about to round up the students, when Polly, a seminary girl, comes to the rescue. At first her appearance, she gazes around in some dismay, not knowing where or who she is, but is finally reconciled to the fact that she is a human being. In the meantime threatening rumors have been heard in the cauldron, and suddenly without any warning, which Maud is being taken from him, and sets out in hot pursuit after the two, Dick is arrested, and amid excitement, a messenger arrives with the news of a yacht on the rocks. Off the townpeople hurry to save the crew, and Heinie is drunk, but Jack Tar will not agree with him and is sobered up only through the influence of Mannie the bar maid. Sir Explode is still...